AGENDA ITEM H-1

Public Works
STAFF REPORT
City Council
Meeting Date:
Staff Report Number:
Regular Business:

6/4/2019
19-085-CC
Approve the prioritization strategy for projects
identified as part of the transportation master plan

Recommendation
Staff recommends that the City Council approve the prioritization strategy for projects identified as part of
the transportation master plan.

Policy Issues
The development of a transportation master plan was included as one of the top six priority projects in the
City Council’s adopted 2018 work plan and was included again as one of the top five priorities in the 2019
work plan. It was also one of the highest priority implementation programs in the 2016 general plan
circulation element.

Background
The transportation master plan (TMP) and transportation impact fee (TIF) program is the highest priority
program following the adoption of the ConnectMenlo general plan land use and circulation elements in
November 2016. An abbreviated summary of the work to-date is provided below; more detail is available on
the project website (Attachment F) and in the City Council staff report from March 26.
The TMP process was kicked off in June 2017 and started with outreach events during the summer and fall
of 2017 to collect community feedback on transportation issues within the City. City Council also appointed
an 11-member Oversight and Outreach Committee (Committee) in August 2017.
The four goals of the TMP are:
1. Safety: vision zero – Eliminate traffic fatalities and reduce the number of non-fatal collisions by 50
percent by 2040
2. Sustainability: Enable the City to meet the goals of the climate action plan, including a 27 percent
greenhouse gas emission reduction
3. Mobility choice: Design transportation projects to accommodate all modes and people of all abilities.
Encourage the use of lower emission modes such as walking, biking and transit
4. Congestion management: Manage traffic congestion to reduce travel time on City streets and minimize
cut-through traffic on neighborhood streets, including the encouragement of the use of lower emission
modes such as walking, biking and transit, and prioritizing the safety of children, seniors and the public
Staff has met with the Committee seven times from October 2017 to December 2018, reviewing the goals,
prioritization criteria and draft strategies and recommendations. At their meeting March 26, the City Council
modified the goals of the TMP to incorporate congestion management, as identified above, and referred the
prioritization strategy to the Committee for consideration at their April 23 meeting.
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Analysis
Prioritization strategy
Previous proposals of the prioritization strategy included numerical values for each criterion and grouping of
the projects by implementation timing and cost. Staff and the consultant team have modified the
prioritization strategy based on feedback received from the Committee, City Council and members of the
public to simplify the process and to provide a better visual indication of how projects meet the different
criteria and build on the implementation groups that had been defined previously and described in Table 1.
The implementation groups are defined both by their costs as well as the complexity of implementation and
the staff skills that will be needed to implement the projects.
Table 1: Implementation groups
Approximate
number of
projects

Category

Description1

Large infrastructure

Projects that require more design and outreach and cost more than $1
million

13

Complex design

Projects that require more design, but cost less than $1 million

42

Complex outreach

Projects that require more outreach due to on-street parking removal

29

Straightforward

Projects that are relatively easy to implement and lower in costs

35

Regional

Projects where the City would not be the lead agency

Citywide

Projects that are policy oriented or would apply across the city

1 More

5
23

detailed cost estimates for each project will be developed in the future.

The regional and straightforward categories (Attachment A) were not prioritized. Regional projects are those
for which the City would not be the lead agency, and the City would need to work collaboratively with other
agencies to implement them. The straightforward projects are planned to be implemented in an annual
program over a five-year time period.
The projects are identified on whether they do not meet, partially meet or fully meet each criteria. Then, the
projects are separated into two tiers within their respective implementation groups. The Tier 1 projects are
projects that fully meet one or more of the key criteria, including safety, congestion management,
greenhouse gas reduction, transportation sustainability, and proximity to schools and provide a
transportation network connection to either another project or close gaps in the network. Thirty-one of the
projects have been identified as Tier 1 and they are shown on the map in Attachment B and summarized in
the tables in Attachment C. Tier 1 projects are the high priority projects that the City would plan to
implement first and as funding and staffing resources are available. The remaining projects are considered
Tier 2 “opportunity” projects. The Tier 2 projects are still important to the transportation network, but are
considered lower priority and would be implemented over time and when there are opportunities to include
the projects such as when a street is being repaved or an adjacent property is proposed for redevelopment.
The Tier 2 projects are summarized in the tables included in Attachment D. Table 2 presents a summary of
the number of Tier 1 and Tier 2 projects in each category.
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Table 2: Project Prioritization summary
Category

Tier 1

Large infrastructure
Complex design
Complex outreach
Citywide
Total

8
14
8
12
42

Tier 2

Total

5
28
21
11
65

13
42
29
23
107

Committee feedback
Staff presented this revised prioritization strategy to the Committee at their meeting April 23. A draft detailed
meeting summary of the Committee’s discussion is included in Attachment E. The Committee generally
agreed with the revised approach of a simplified and visual rating of the projects. They also requested that
the citywide projects be rated in the same way, and these are now included in the Tier 1 and Tier 2 project
lists as summarized in Table 2.
The majority of the discussion among the Committee members focused on the implementation plan and
whether to further rank the Tier 1 projects. Staff had originally presented a sample of an implementation
plan that showed a 5-year process on how projects may be implemented similar to the 5-year capital
improvement program (CIP), and indicated that the projects would be ranked in order of priority within this
implementation plan. Some Committee members questioned whether this approach would feel prescriptive
to the City Council, create false expectations of when projects would be implemented, and create future
conflicts between proponents of specific projects when the projects’ implementation schedule needed to
change. A robust discussion occurred on this item, as the draft meeting summary (Attachment E) describes
in more detail. However, the Committee ultimately came to general agreement not to include a yearly
implementation schedule as part of the TMP. Instead, the TMP would show clusters of higher priority
projects within each implementation category rather than ranking each project individually. As the City
Council adopts their annual budget and CIP, these clusters of projects can be prioritized based on the
available funding and staff resources at that time.
The Tier 1 project lists in Attachment C have been sorted by projects that meet more of the prioritization
criteria. Table 3 presents the top clusters of projects in each category; those that are currently the highest
priority to implement. It is expected that these priorities may change as community feedback is gathered on
the projects and priorities through the community engagement efforts planned to occur in the next few
months. The draft and final TMP (as summarized in Table 4 below) would present the recommendations
later in 2019 or early in 2020.
Table 3: Tier 1 top projects clusters
Large infrastructure

Complex design

Complex outreach

Citywide

#8: Bayfront Exp. and
Willow Rd.

#65: Middlefield Rd. &
Linfield Dr-Santa
Monica Ave.
#63: Middlefield Rd. &
Ravenswood Ave.
#59: The Willows

#74: Ravenswood Ave. &
Laurel St.

#176: Willow Rd.
relinquishment

#61: Coleman Ave. from
Ringwood to Willow Rd.
#118: Middle Ave. from
University Dr. to Olive St.
#39: Willow Rd. & Ivy Dr. #129: Olive St. from Oak Ave
to Santa Cruz Ave.

#157: Enhanced bicycle
and pedestrian detection
#154: Prepare Citywide
bicycle map
#167: Establish shared
mobility program

#1: Haven Av from Marsh
Rd. to Haven Ct.
#81: Middle Ave. Caltrain
crossing
#47: Willow Rd. a
Middlefield Rd.
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In addition, the Committee recommended that expected and measureable outcomes of the proposed
projects be reported to better understand how implementation of the proposed projects will meet the TMP
goals. Staff is working with the consultant team to develop maps and/or tables that can provide this
information. For example, implementation of the bicycle projects could improve bike accessibility to key
destinations in the city such as parks, schools and the Caltrain station; staff is pursuing mechanisms to
present these results visually as part of the community engagement efforts ahead.
Next steps and schedule
The project schedule had previously targeted an online survey and community open house for May/June,
however, the schedule was modified to allow for additional feedback from the Committee on the
prioritization strategy. Staff received feedback from the Committee to schedule a community workshop after
August 15 when school is back in session. The Committee also recommended that hosting pop-up events
to gather feedback from a wider range of community members and suggested that these pop-up events can
be done during the summer. Following this meeting and approval of the prioritization strategy by the City
Council, staff and the consultant team will finalize the project list based on the approved prioritization
strategy and prepare materials and website for an online survey and community open house to be held in
late August or early September.
Below is the proposed project schedule.
Table 4: Proposed project schedule
Task

Schedule

City Council approval of prioritization strategy

June 4, 2019

City Council study session of draft TIF program update

June 4, 2019

Community workshop and online open house

August/September 2019

City Council adoption of TIF program update

Fall 2019

Committee meeting No. 9 and Complete Streets Commission review
of draft TMP

Fall 2019

City Council review and adoption of TMP

Early 2020

Major project milestone accomplishments and deliverables will continue to be posted on the City project
website (Attachment F).
Impact on City Resources
There is no impact on City Resources.
Environmental Review
The City Council’s authorization to approve the prioritization strategy for projects for the TMP is not a project
under the California Environmental Quality Act Guidelines. Future project actions will comply with
environmental review requirements under the California Environmental Quality Act.

Public Notice
Public notification was achieved by posting the agenda, with the agenda items being listed, at least 72
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hours prior to the meeting. An update was distributed to the Transportation Master Plan email list Thursday,
May 30, 2019, to notify interested stakeholders about this agenda item.
Attachments
A. Regional and straightforward project tables
B. Tier 1 project map
C. Tier 1 project tables
D. Tier 2 project tables
E. Draft TMP Committee meeting No. 8 summary notes
F. Hyperlink – TMP website: menlopark.org/TMP

Report prepared by:
Kristiann Choy, Senior Transportation Engineer
Report reviewed by:
Nicole H. Nagaya, Assistant Public Works Director
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ATTACHMENT A

REGIONAL PROJECTS

Bayfront
Expy

Bayfront Expy
Multimodal
Corridor
Project




Install shoulder-running peak hour bus lane on Bayfront Expy
Install TSP at signalized intersections

Bayfront
Expy

Dumbarton
Corridor
Project



Implement Dumbarton Transportation Corridor Study
alternative with improved mixed flow and managed lane
connections, including grade separations with revised access
at University Ave, Willow Rd, Chilco St, Marsh Rd, and
Chrysler Dr

12

Dumbarton
Rail

Dumbarton
Corridor
Project



Support reactivation of Dumbarton Rail service between East
Bay and Peninsula

13

Dumbarton
Rail Corridor
Trail from
Marsh Rd to
University
Ave

Dumbarton
Corridor
Project



Construct Class I Multi-Use Path

































GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



SENSITIVE
POPULATION



SCHOOL NEARBY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

11

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

9

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA





REGIONAL PROJECTS

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements







Safety improvement to separate Ravenswood Ave from
Caltrain tracks and Alma St to eliminate at-grade vehicle,
pedestrian, and bicycle crossings
Alternative C, which would raise the Caltrain tracks over
Ravenswood Ave, Oak Grove Ave and Glenwood Dr , was
selected as the preferred alternative, though additional study
is being conducted to explore other options
Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes from Caltrain Railroad tracks
to Noel Drive
Coordinate with future potential Peninsula Bikeway planning
efforts PP





GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



SENSITIVE
POPULATION



SCHOOL NEARBY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

Ravenswood
Caltrain
Crossing

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

78

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

STRAIGHTFORWARD PROJECTS

25

36

49

50

Constitution
Dr from
Independence
Dr to Chilco St

Constitution
Dr Pedestrian
Network
Improvement



Ivy Dr from
Willow Rd to
Market Pl

Belle Haven
Bicycle
Network
Improvement
Project



Willow Rd b/w
Bayfront Expy
& US 101
(short-term)

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project Alternative B




Willow Rd

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project



Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project



Willow Rd
between
Bayfront Expy
& Newbridge
St



Install sidewalk on both sides of the roadway, to be
completed in phases as the properties on Constitution Dr
are redeveloped





























Designate Class III Bicycle Route

No widening
Buses allowed to use existing right turn lane at O’Brien
location for queue jump with TSP
Bicycle lanes would remain

Install new green bike paint treatments from Bayfront Expy
to Bay Rd and refresh existing green bike paint treatments
from Bay Rd to Middlefield Rd at interaction zones on
Willow Rd
Work with Caltrans to modify signal timing at Caltrans
intersections to include All-Red clearance time







GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



SENSITIVE
POPULATION



SCHOOL NEARBY

PROJECT DETAILS

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

19

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

STRAIGHTFORWARD PROJECTS

58

62

Flood Park
Triangle
Improvement
Project



Ringwood Ave
from Bay Rd
to Van Buren
Rd

Flood Park
Triangle
Improvement
Project




Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features

Van Buren Rd
from Iris Ln to
Bay Rd

Flood Park
Triangle
Improvement
Project



Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Menalto Ave
from US 101
to O'Keefe St

The Willows
Bicycle
Network
Improvement
Project




Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features

Durham St
from Willow
Rd to Menalto
Ave

The Willows
Bicycle
Network
Improvement
Project




Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features

Seminary Dr
from

Menlo Oaks
Bicycle



Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Install compact roundabout or neighborhood traffic circle
(or other vertical delineator) around existing tree to
increase visibility













































GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



SENSITIVE
POPULATION

57

Sonoma Ave
& Oakwood Pl

SCHOOL NEARBY

55

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

54

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

52

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

STRAIGHTFORWARD PROJECTS

83

93

94

Middlefield Rd
to Santa
Monica Ave

Network
Improvement

Santa Monica
Ave from
Coleman Ave
to Middlefield
Rd

Santa Monica
Ave Bicycle
Network
Improvement



Linfield Dr
from Waverley
St to Laurel St

Linfield Oaks
Bicycle
Network
Improvements



Merrill St from
Ravenswood
Ave to Oak
Grove Ave

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



El Camino
Real &
College Ave

El Camino
Real Corridor
Improvement
Project



El Camino
Real &
Partridge Ave

El Camino
Real Corridor
Improvement
Project































Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Install high-visibility crosswalk across College Ave

Install high-visibility crosswalk across Partridge Ave



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



Designate Class III Bicycle Route

SENSITIVE
POPULATION



CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

PROJECT DETAILS

SCHOOL NEARBY

68

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

67

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

STRAIGHTFORWARD PROJECTS

109

Oak Grove
Ave &
Chestnut St

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



Install high-visibility crosswalk across south Chestnut St leg

114

University Dr
& Valparaiso
Ave

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



Convert existing crosswalks to high-visibility crosswalks

115

University Dr
& Florence Ln

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



Install high-visibility crosswalk

116

University Dr
& Middle Ave

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



Convert existing crosswalks to high-visibility crosswalks

124

San Mateo Dr
from
Valparaiso
Ave to City
Limit

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements



Designate Class III Bicycle Route









































Install high-visibility crosswalk across Harvard Ave





GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



SENSITIVE
POPULATION

El Camino
Real Corridor
Improvement
Project

SCHOOL NEARBY

El Camino
Real &
Harvard Ave

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

96

PROJECT

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

STRAIGHTFORWARD PROJECTS

139

141

147

Wallea Dr
from San
Mateo Dr to
San Mateo Dr

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements



Oakdell Dr
from Olive St
to Santa Cruz
Ave

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements




Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features

Sharon Rd
from Sharon
Park Dr to
Alameda de
las Pulgas

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements



Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Monte Rosa
Dr from Avy
Ave to Sharon
Park Dr

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements



Sand Hill Rd
& Branner Dr

Sand Hill Rd
Corridor
Project










































Designate Class III Bicycle Route

Widen pedestrian refuge islands to match crosswalk widths
on north and south Branner Dr legs
Reconstruct nose in front of traffic signal on east Sand Hill
Rd leg to provide clear crosswalk
Upgrade crosswalks to high-visibility

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



Designate Class III Bicycle Route

SENSITIVE
POPULATION



CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

PROJECT DETAILS

SCHOOL NEARBY

131

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

126

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

STRAIGHTFORWARD PROJECTS

Sand Hill Rd
Corridor
Project

















































Sand Hill Rd
& Monte Rosa
Wy

Sand Hill Rd
Corridor
Project




Reconstruct channelizing island to match pedestrian refuge
area to width of crosswalk on Monte Rosa Dr leg
Upgrade crosswalks to high-visibility

150

Sand Hill Rd
& 2725-2775
Sand Hill Rd

Sand Hill Rd
Corridor
Project



Upgrade crosswalks to high-visibility

151

Sand Hill Rd
& 2882-2884
Sand Hill Rd

Sand Hill Rd
Corridor
Project



Upgrade crosswalks to high-visibility

181

Santa Cruz
Ave &
University Ave
(South)

Santa Cruz
Ave Corridor
Mobility
Project



Add a leading pedestrian phase at the intersection

Sharon Rd &
Sharon Park
Dr

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements




149

183

Install high visibility crosswalks on all legs
Install curb ramps at all corners



GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



SENSITIVE
POPULATION

Widen pedestrian refuge islands to match crosswalk widths
on north and south Saga Wy legs
Reconstruct nose in front of traffic signal on west Sand Hill
Rd leg to provide clear crosswalk
Reduce curb radius of southwest and southeast corners
and reconstruct curb ramps
Upgrade existing crosswalks to high-visibility

PROJECT DETAILS

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

SCHOOL NEARBY

Sand Hill Rd
& Saga Wy

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

148

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

STRAIGHTFORWARD PROJECTS

Ringwood Ave
& Arlington
Wy

MenloAtherton High
School Safe
Routes to
School



Valparaiso
Ave & Politzer
Dr

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements




Evaluate location for the construction of a new crosswalk
across Ringwood Ave

Install high visibility crosswalk on Valparaiso Ave
Install RRFB and advanced yield striping













GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE



SENSITIVE
POPULATION



CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

PROJECT DETAILS

SCHOOL NEARBY

192

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

187

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA
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ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT C

LARGE INFRASTRUCTURE
TIER 1

Bayfront Expy
Multimodal
Corridor
Project







1

Haven Ave
from Marsh
Rd to Haven
Court

Bayfront Expy
Multimodal
Corridor
Project





81

Middle Ave
Caltrain
Crossing

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements





●

◑

●

◑

●

●

◑

●

◑

●

Construct Class I Multi-Use Path from Marsh Rd to
Atherton Channel
Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes from Haven Court to
Atherton Channel
Install Bicycle and Pedestrian crossing upgrades
Construct pedestrian and bicycle crossing at El Camino
Real/Middle Ave intersection
Connect to future plaza, to be funded and constructed via
private development (Middle Plaza)
Install pedestrian crossing improvements across Alma St
from Caltrain Crossing to Burgess Park

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

●

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

●

●

SCHOOL NEARBY

●

Install bike signals across north Bayfront Expy leg and west
Willow Rd leg
Install high-visibility crosswalks and cross-bike markings
Reconstruct eastbound Willow Rd right-turn channelizing
island to improve pedestrian access and provide space for
shoulder-running bus lane
Remove southbound Bayfront Expy channelizing island to
provide space for shoulder-running bus lane and restripe
with a right-turn lane and add right-turn overlap phase
Modify traffic signal to accommodate channelized right turn
modifications
Install Transit Signal Priority (TSP) for queue jumps by
shoulder-running buses on northbound and southbound
Bayfront Expy approaches

PROJECT DETAILS


TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

Bayfront Expy
& Willow Rd

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

8

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

●

LARGE INFRASTRUCTURE
TIER 1

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project









2

Bayfront Expy
& Marsh Rd

Bayfront Expy
Multimodal
Corridor
Project




Remove westbound Willow Rd channelized right turn, and
modify signal to include westbound right-turn overlap
Modify traffic signal to included protected northbound and
southbound left-turn phasing.
Restripe northbound Middlefield Rd approach to include
one left-turn lane, one through lane, one bike lane, and one
right-turn lane.
Restripe southbound Middlefield Rd approach to include
one left-turn lane, one through lane, one through-right turn
lane, and one bike lane.
Extend bike box on northbound Middlefield Rd approach to
encompass both the left-turn lane and the through lane.
Install bike boxes on the eastbound and westbound Willow
Rd approaches.
Construct pedestrian facilities on east side of Middlefield
Rd between Woodland Ave and Willow Rd
Modify southbound Haven Ave to left turn, shared throughright and right-turn lane
Install Bicycle and Pedestrian crossing upgrades

◑

●

●

◑

◑

●

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

◑

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

●

SCHOOL NEARBY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

Willow Rd &
Middlefield Rd

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

47

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

●

●

LARGE INFRASTRUCTURE
TIER 1

Marsh Rd
Bicycle
Network
Improvement




Bay Rd to Florence St: Establish Class II Buffered Bicycle
Lanes in both directions (requires removal of parking on
the north side of street)
Florence St to Scott Dr: Establish Class II Buffered Bicycle
Lanes in both directions. Remove or modify existing
median to allow the eastbound bike lane to be transitioned
to the left of the right-most eastbound through lane at Scott
Dr

●

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

●

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

◑

SCHOOL NEARBY

Marsh Rd
from Bay Rd
to Scott Dr

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

14

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

LARGE INFRASTRUCTURE
TIER 1












Encinal Ave to Valparaiso Ave-Glenwood Ave: Remove
parking along east side of El Camino Real. Remove
rightmost southbound travel lane on El Camino Real, no
parking lane present southbound.
Valparaiso Ave-Glenwood Ave to Oak Grove Ave: Remove
parking along both sides of El Camino Real.
Oak Grove Ave to Santa Cruz Ave: Remove parking along
both sides of El Camino Real.
Santa Cruz Ave to Ravenswood Ave-Menlo Ave: Remove
parking along west side of El Camino Real. Designate
Class III Bicycle Route northbound along segment due to
right-of-way constraints in lieu of Class II Buffered Bicycle
Lane.
Ravenswood Ave-Menlo Ave to Roble Ave: Remove
median for entire length of segment. Widen sidewalk facility
on east side of El Camino Real to 15 feet for a Class I
Multi-Use Path in lieu of Class II Buffered Bicycle Lane.
Roble Ave to Middle Ave: Remove parking along east side
of El Camino Real.
Middle Ave to Cambridge Ave: Remove parking along both
sides of El Camino Real.
Cambridge Ave to Creek Dr: Remove parking along both
sides of El Camino Real.
Creek Dr to Sand Hill Rd: Widen existing bridge over San
Fransquito Creek or construct a pedestrian and bicycle
bridge to install a Class 1 Multi-Use Path west of El
Camino Real to connect from Sand Hill Rd to Creek Dr.

◑

◑

◑

●

●

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

SENSITIVE
POPULATION



SCHOOL NEARBY

El Camino
Real Corridor
Improvement
Project

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

El Camino
Real within
City Limits

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

84

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

LARGE INFRASTRUCTURE
TIER 1




Establish Class II Bike Lanes
Support Caltrans District 4 Bike Plan Project Number SM101-X14 that calls for the construction of an additional
bicycle and pedestrian bridge over US 101 north of Marsh
Road.

◑

◑

●

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

◑

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

Marsh Road
Corridor
Mobility
Project

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

Marsh Rd
between
Independence
Dr to Scott Dr

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

178

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DESIGN-COMPLEX
TIER 1

Middlefield Rd
Safety
Improvements






63

Middlefield
Rd &
Ravenswood
Ave

Menlo-Atherton
High School
Safe Routes to
School







Install Pedestrian Hybrid Beacon (HAWK) or traffic signal
with emergency pre-emption on Middlefield Rd at Linfield
Dr-Santa Monica Ave
Install "Keep Clear" striping at Menlo Fire Protection
District Station No. 1
Close sidewalk/pathway gap on eastern side of
Middlefield Rd between Linfield Dr and Santa Monica Ave
Coordinate with Menlo Fire Protection District
Remove eastbound Ravenswood Ave channelized rightturn lane, install right-turn overlap phase, modify signal
timing
Install crosswalk and cross-bike markings on north
Middlefield Rd leg, install bike signal
Construct “jughandle” bicycle left-turn on east side of
Middlefield Road to allow bicycle left-turns onto
Ravenswood Ave
Install “bicycle leaning rail” with push button for bicycles to
initiate crossing phase on “jughandle” left-turn
Coordinate with Town of Atherton

◑

◑

●

●

●

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

●

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

Middlefield
Rd & Linfield
Dr-Santa
Monica Ave

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

65

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

◑

◑

●

●

◑

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

DESIGN-COMPLEX
TIER 1

The Willows
Bicycle Network
Improvement
Project





39

Willow Rd &
Ivy Dr

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project






40

Willow Rd &
O'Brien Dr

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project





Designate Class III Bicycle Route
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features on Gilbert
Ave, Pope St, Walnut/O'Connor streets, O'Keefe St, and
O'Connor St
Construct Class I Multi-Use Path from Willow Oaks Park
to Pope Street (coordinate with Ravenswood School
District)

●

Install right-turn overlap on southbound Ivy Dr and restrict
eastbound Willow Rd U-turns
Widen pedestrian refuge island to match crosswalk width
on east Willow Rd leg
Convert existing crosswalks to high-visibility crosswalks
Extend pedestrian crossing time

●

Install curb ramps at all corners of intersection
Install high-visibility crosswalks on all legs and add
pedestrian signals (including new crosswalks crossing
Willow Rd)
Install bulb-outs into O'Brien Dr on northeast and
southeast corners

●

◑

●

●

◑

◑

●

●

◑

◑

●

●

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

◑

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

The Willows

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

59

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DESIGN-COMPLEX
TIER 1

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project

79




◑

◑

●

Middlefield Rd
Multimodal
Improvements





Install a traffic signal
Install crosswalks on all intersection approaches
Install bicycle crossing improvements to connect
Woodland Ave, Middlefield Rd, and Palo Alto Ave

●

Alma St from
Ravenswood
Ave to
Burgess Dr

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements



Install sidewalk on the east side of Alma St to connect to
Burgess Park path
Upgrade crosswalks to high-visibility
Ensure project is consistent and provides connectivity to
Middle Ave Pedestrian and Bicycle Rail Crossing
Construct green infrastructure

●

Convert existing crosswalks to high-visibility crosswalks
Modify signal timing to lead-lag operation on Newbridge St
with the leading left-turn phase on the southbound
Newbridge St approach and lagging left-turn phase on the
northbound Newbridge St approach

●




Willow Rd &
Newbridge St

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project




●

◑

◑

◑

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

●

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

◑

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

●

Middlefield
Rd &
Woodland
Ave



41

Establish Class II Bicycle Lane on eastbound Willow Rd
from O'Keefe St to Bay Rd, connecting to US 101 Willow
Rd interchange bicycle facilities
Establish Class II Bicycle Lane on westbound Willow Rd
from Bay Rd to Durham St
Remove or reconstruct existing median to allow for Class
II Bicycle Lanes where right-of-way is insufficient

PROJECT DETAILS



70

SCHOOL NEARBY

Willow Rd
from Bay Rd
to O'Keefe St

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

44

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

●

◑

●

DESIGN-COMPLEX
TIER 1

◑

◑

◑

Remove westbound Menlo Ave right turn lane
Install bulb-out at northeast corner into Menlo Ave
Replace crosswalk with straightened crossing

●

◑

◑

◑

Install high-visibility crosswalks
Install LED sign for southbound Santa Cruz Ave right-turn
on red restriction
Coordinate with San Mateo County

●

◑

◑




Middlefield Rd
Multimodal
Improvements



113

University Dr
& Menlo Ave
(South)

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements

144

Sand Hill Rd
& Santa Cruz
Ave

Sand Hill Rd
Corridor Project





Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

●





Middlefield
Rd from
Willow Rd to
Palo Alto Ave




SENSITIVE
POPULATION

◑

Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (City has a plan line to
allow for widening as properties are redeveloped)
Coordinate with future potential Peninsula Bikeway
planning efforts




SCHOOL NEARBY

◑

●

Menlo-Atherton
High School
Safe Routes to
School

69

◑

Remove southbound Middlefield Rd channelized right turn
Reconstruct curb ramp and reduce curb radius on
northwest corner
Replace crosswalks on north and west legs
Install Two-Stage Left-Turn Queue Boxes for cyclists
traveling from Middlefield Rd to Ringwood Ave

PROJECT DETAILS

Middlefield
Rd &
Ringwood
Ave-D St

64

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

DESIGN-COMPLEX
TIER 1

Sand Hill Rd
Corridor Project






Upgrade existing crosswalks to high-visibility
Install high-visibility crosswalk and pedestrian signal
heads on west leg of Sand Hill Rd
Would require construction of curb ramps and
reconstruction of existing median on west Sand Hill Rd leg
Reconstruct nose in front of traffic signal on east Sand Hill
Rd leg to provide clear crosswalk

●

◑

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

◑

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PROJECT DETAILS

SCHOOL NEARBY

Sand Hill Rd
& Sharon
Park Dr

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

146

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

OUTREACH-COMPLEX
TIER 1

Laurel St
Corridor
Improvement
Project






61

118

Coleman Ave
from
Ringwood Ave
to Willow Rd

Menlo Oaks
Bicycle Network
Improvement

Middle Ave
from
University Dr
to Olive St

Middle Ave
Mobility
Improvements




●




Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (requires removal of onstreet parking on one side of the street)
Install new sidewalk or replace existing asphalt pathway
on both sides of Middle Ave, to be completed in phases

●

◑

●

◑

●

●

◑

●

◑

◑

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes from Willow Rd to City
Limits (requires removal of parking on one side of the
street)
Coordinate with San Mateo County between City Limits
and Ringwood Ave regarding bicycle facilities

●

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

●

SCHOOL NEARBY

Remove parking south of Ravenswood Ave on west side
of Laurel St for a distance of 150 feet and shift
northbound Laurel St lanes to add bicycle lane to the left
of right-turn lane
Widen and modify eastbound Ravenswood Ave to
shared thru-left lane and a right turn lane with the bicycle
lane transitioning to the left of the right turn lane
Upgrade existing crosswalks to high-visibility

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

Ravenswood
Ave & Laurel
St

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

74

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

●

OUTREACH-COMPLEX
TIER 1






75

134

107

Laurel St from
Burgess to
Willow

Laurel St
Corridor
Improvement
Project



Avy Ave from
Santa Cruz
Ave to Monte
Rosa Dr

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements



Oak Grove
Ave from
Crane St to
University Dr

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements





Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes between Santa Cruz
Ave and Middle Ave (requires parking removal on at
least one side of the street)
Designate Class III Bicycle Route between Middle Ave
and Oak Ave
Implement Bicycle Boulevard design features
Install High visibility crosswalk across the north leg of the
intersection at Stanford Ave and Olive Ave
Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (requires removal of
parking on both sides of the street)

Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (parking removal
required)
Coordinate with County on bicycle facility connectivity

Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes on Oak Grove Ave
between Crane St and University Dr (requires parking
removal on the north side of the street)

◑

◑

●

◑

●

◑

●

◑

◑

◑

●

◑

◑

◑

●

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

●

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

●

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

West Menlo
Mobility
Improvements

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

Olive St from
Oak Ave to
Santa Cruz
Ave

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

129

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

OUTREACH-COMPLEX
TIER 1



Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes on University Dr
(requires removal of parking on at least one side of
University Dr)

●

◑

◑

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

◑

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

Downtown
Mobility
Improvements

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

University Dr
between Oak
Grove Ave
and Santa
Cruz Ave

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

189

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

TIER 1 CITYWIDE PROJECTS

Willow Road
Relinquishment



Evaluate relinquishment of Willow Road by Caltrans from
Bayfront Expressway to Bay Road

●

●

●

157

Citywide

Enhanced
Bicycle and
Pedestrian
Detection



Install bicycle and pedestrian detection at intersections to
efficiently serve residents and visitors traveling via
alternative modes
Adjust signal phasing and timing to include bike and
pedestrian crossing time to safely accommodate traveling
via alternative modes

●

●

●

Prepare
Citywide
Bicycle Map



Prepare citywide bike map to provide residents and visitors
with a big picture look of prioritized bicycle routes
characterized by low to moderate stress levels throughout
the City 

●

Establish
Shared Mobility
Program



Adopt an ordinance and permitting process for dockless
bikeshare providers and other rolling modes, building on
processes put in place by other mid-peninsula cities

Automated
Traffic Signal
Performance
Measurement



Automated Traffic Signal Performance Measurement
(ATSPM), provides way to collect data for use in evaluating
performance measures. Data from the ATSPM software is
used to provide more efficient signal timing plans, targeted
repairs and maintenance resulting in increased safety and
improved traffic operations.

154

Citywide

167

Citywide

159

Citywide

PROJECT DETAILS



●

●

●

●

●

●

●

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

Citywide

LOCATION PROJECT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

176

NO.

SCHOOL NEARBY

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

SAFETY

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

●

●

TIER 1 CITYWIDE PROJECTS

160

170

177

Citywide

Citywide

Citywide

Citywide

Adaptive Traffic
Control System
Operations &
Maintenance



Create Policy
Advocating for
Variable
Pricing on the
Dumbarton
Bridge



Create policy to advocate congestion/variable pricing on the
Dumbarton Bridge. Congestion/variable pricing would
incorporate a pricing scheme which would charge higher
prices during periods of higher traffic demand, and lower
prices during periods of less traffic demand. Pricing
schemes as such have the potential to encourage motorists
to use alternative modes during peak periods. 

●

●

Establish
Voucher
Program for
Shared Mobility
Services from
Transit



●

●

Update street
lights



Explore voucher system for first-mile/last-mile connections
to transit, including shared mobility (car share, bike share,
ride share, other roller share)

Evaluate lighting levels at crosswalks and update street
lights as necessary

●

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

●

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

●

SCHOOL NEARBY

Adaptive Traffic Control System O&M to better serve
residents and guests traveling throughout the city. Adaptive
signaling utilizes real-time data at signalized intersections
rather than conventional pre-programmed, daily signal
timing schedules. 

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

158

LOCATION PROJECT

SAFETY

NO.

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

TIER 1 CITYWIDE PROJECTS

165

Citywide

166

Citywide

Update NTMP
Guidelines



Progressive
Safety
Enforcement



Update Neighborhood Traffic Management Program
guidelines to make resident requests for traffic calming
more streamlined

●

Work with local law enforcement agencies to establish a
program to increase spot specific enforcement of potentially
unsafe behavior 

●

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT DETAILS

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

LOCATION PROJECT

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

ATTACHMENT D

ALL TIER 2 PROJECTS

Menlo
Gateway
Mitigation

Recommended Improvements
 Install westbound Chrysler Dr left turn lane (widening of Chrysler Dr
west of Constitution Dr may be required pending final design)
 Install crosswalks across all legs
Funded Improvement
 Install traffic signal
 Modify and add lane on eastbound Chrysler Dr approach to shared
left/through lane and shared though/right lane

17

Chrysler Dr &
Jefferson Dr

Chrysler Dr

Intersection
Improvements

Install traffic signal

18

Chrysler Dr & Chrysler Dr

Independence Intersection
Dr
Improvements

Install traffic signal

20

Jefferson Dr
from Chrysler
Dr to
Constitution
Dr

Jefferson Dr
Multimodal
Network
Improvement



Ivy Dr from
Willow Rd to
Chilco St

Ivy Dr
Pedestrian
Network
Improvement



27





◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

Install sidewalk on both sides of the roadway, to be completed in
phases as the properties on Jefferson Dr are redeveloped
Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (requires removal of on-street
parking)

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

Widen sidewalks on both sides of Ivy Dr and narrow existing
median
Coordinate with San Francisco Public Utilities Commission

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

Constitution
Dr & Chrysler
Dr

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

16

SCHOOL NEARBY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

ALL TIER 2 PROJECTS

32

37



Adams Dr
from O'Brien
Dr to
University Ave




University Ave University Ave 
& Adams Dr
& Adams Dr

Intersection
Improvements
O'Brien Dr
from Willow
Rd to
University
Ave

O'Brien Dr
Pedestrian
Network
Improvement

Willow Rd b/w Willow Rd
Bayfront Expy Corridor
& US 101
Improvement
Project –
Alternative C

◑

◑

◑

Install sidewalk on both sides of the roadway, to be completed in
phases, as the properties are redeveloped
Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

Install traffic signal
Coordinate with City of East Palo Alto and Caltrans

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

Funded Improvements
 Install sidewalk on both sides of the roadway, to be completed in
phases, as the properties on O'Brien Dr are redeveloped
 Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (requires removal of on-street
parking)



Install eastbound Willow Rd one-way Class IV separated bikeway
between Hamilton Ave and US 101 Willow Rd interchange
Install westbound Willow Rd one-way Class IV separated bikeway
between Dumbarton Rail Corridor and US 101 Willow Rd
interchange

◑

◑

◑

◑

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

◑

Widen sidewalks on both sides of the roadway by narrowing the
travel lanes

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

31

◑

PROJECT DETAILS

Newbridge St Newbridge St
from Market Pl Pedestrian
to Carlton Ave Network
Improvement
Adams Dr
Pedestrian
and Bicycle
Network
Improvement

SCHOOL NEARBY

30

PROJECT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

28

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

ALL TIER 2 PROJECTS

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

SCHOOL NEARBY

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

Modify southbound Hamilton Ave to shared left-thru lane and time
of day right turn lane
Implement evening peak period parking restriction on west side of
southbound Hamilton Ave for 400 feet to increase right-turn storage
Modify northbound and southbound Hamilton Ave to split phase

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

Modify southbound Bay Rd to two left turn lanes and a right-turn
lane
Narrow existing median on north Bay Rd leg
Install westbound Willow Rd right-turn lane
Install high-visibility crosswalk on east Willow Rd leg with curb
ramps
Install pedestrian signals

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

NO.

LOCATION

PROJECT

PROJECT DETAILS

38

Willow Rd &
Hamilton Ave

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project





43

Willow Rd &
Bay Rd

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project







45

46

Willow Rd &
Coleman Ave

Willow Rd &
Gilbert Ave

Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project



Willow Rd
Corridor
Improvement
Project











Install right-turn lane on southbound Coleman Ave approach
(requires removal of on-street parking for 150 feet along the west
side of Coleman Ave)
Refresh decorative crosswalk
Install bike detection on the southbound Coleman Ave approach
Evaluate protected-permitted left-turn phasing on Willow Road
Install a painted median and vertical traffic control device (e.g.
planters, bollards) around heritage oak on Gilbert Ave 150 feet
north of Willow Rd
Prohibit parking for a distance of 40 feet to the north and south of
the oak tree on the east side of Gilbert Ave
Restrict on-street parking on Gilbert Ave South of Willows Rd during
school hours
Evaluate protected-permitted left-turn phasing on Willow Road

◑

◑

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

◑

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

ALL TIER 2 PROJECTS

Flood Park
Triangle
Improvement
Project



Bay Rd &
Ringwood
Ave-Sonoma
Ave

Flood Park
Triangle
Improvement
Project



53






56

66

Bay Rd from
Flood Park
Van Buren Rd Triangle
to Willow Rd
Improvement
Project



Santa Monica
Ave from
Middlefield Rd
to Nash Ave



Santa Monica
Ave
Pedestrian
Network
Improvement



Install sidewalk along east side of Bay Rd to provide access to
Flood County Park

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

Convert the west legs Sonoma Ave and Ringwood Ave to one-way
couplets with Ringwood Ave serving eastbound traffic and Sonoma
Ave serving westbound traffic
Bay Rd/Ringwood Ave becomes a four-legged intersection
Add left-turn lanes, as deemed necessary during design phase, on
eastbound Ringwood Ave and northbound Bay Rd approaches
(requires full use of public right-of-way and this would require the
removal of existing landscaping and the relocation of existing
utilities)
Install traffic signal

◑

Upgrade existing off-street path to Class I Multi-Use Path along
west side of Bay Rd and integrate into proposed bicycle
improvements on Willow Rd
Coordinate with Veterans Administration Medical Center

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

Install sidewalk or asphalt pathway on the north side of Santa
Monica Ave

◑

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

◑

◑

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

Bay Rd from
Del Norte Ave
to Ringwood
Ave

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

51

SCHOOL NEARBY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

ALL TIER 2 PROJECTS

Laurel St from Laurel St
Encinal Ave to Corridor
Glenwood Ave Improvement
Project



Laurel St &
Laurel St
Glenwood Ave Corridor
Improvement
Project





Alma St from
Oak Grove
Ave to
Ravenswood
Ave




◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

◑

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

◑

Install sidewalk or asphalt pathway on western side of Laurel St
◑

Downtown

Mobility
Improvements

SCHOOL NEARBY

77

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

72

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

71

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

Install traffic signal
Coordinate with Town of Atherton

◑

◑

Convert angled on-street parking on both sides of street to parallel
parking, designate some parking spaces as passenger loading
zones from 6:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. weekdays, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturdays and Sundays, unrestricted time limit parking otherwise,
with at least three unrestricted ADA spaces
Remove duplicate driveway curb cuts
Designate Class III Bicycle Route

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

80

Burgess Park

Downtown

Mobility
Improvements

Widen existing path to meet current Class I Multi-Use Path design
standards

82

Encinal Ave
Downtown

from Garwood Mobility
Wy to El
Improvements
Camino Real

Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (requires removal of parking on
both sides of the street)

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

◑

◑

ALL TIER 2 PROJECTS

El Camino
Real Corridor
Improvement
Project





Install "bulb-outs" and curb ramps on northwest and southwest
corners of intersection
Install high-visibility crosswalk on west Creek Dr leg
Install ADA compliant curb ramp for southbound bridge crossing

◑

108 Oak Grove

Downtown

Mobility
Improvements 

Remove on-street parking space located on Oak Grove Ave in the
middle of the intersection on the south side of Oak Grove Ave
Install high-visibility crosswalk on north Hoover St leg

◑

110 Oak Grove

Downtown

Mobility
Improvements 

Evaluate the installation of a westbound Oak Grove Ave left turn
lane during Bicycle Lane design process
Install high-visibility crosswalks on all three legs of intersection

◑

111 Santa Cruz

Downtown

Mobility

Improvements 

Convert all angled parking to parallel on-street parking
Install parklets on each block
Designate at least 60 feet toward flexible curb use on each block
face for passenger loading and commercial loading with
complementary time restrictions for each activity
Widen sidewalks and update streetscape design standards

◑

Ave & Hoover
St
Ave &
University Dr
Ave between
El Camino
Real and
University Dr



112 Santa Cruz

Ave &
University Dr
(North)

120 Blake St from

Middle Ave to
College Ave

Downtown

Mobility

Improvements

Install traffic signal
Install a bike boxes on the north and west legs

Allied Arts

Neighborhood
Project

Install sidewalk or asphalt pathway on at least one side of Blake St

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

El Camino
Real & Creek
Dr

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

97

SCHOOL NEARBY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

◑

◑

ALL TIER 2 PROJECTS

Valparaiso
Ave to Santa
Cruz Ave

125 Santa Cruz
Ave & San
Mateo Dr

Mobility
Improvements



West Menlo

Mobility

Improvements 

◑

◑

◑

Install more prominent wayfinding signage for bike bridge
Install bulb-out on southwest corner into San Mateo Dr
Install high-visibility crosswalk on south San Mateo Dr leg

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

127 San Mateo Dr West Menlo
& Middle Ave

128 Elder Ave

from
Valparaiso
Ave to Elder
Ct

Recommended Improvements
Mobility
 Install bulb-outs on the northwest and northeast corners into Middle
Improvements
Ave
 Install a high visibility crosswalk across the east leg
 Install curb ramps on the northeast and southeast corners
 Move existing curb ramp into extended area. Restripe existing highvisibility crosswalk to reduce crossing distance
Funded Improvement
Install Rapid Rectangular Flashing Beacon (RRFB)
West Menlo

Mobility
Improvements

West Menlo

Ave & Sharon Mobility
Rd-Oakdell Dr Improvements

130 Santa Cruz

Restrict on-street parking on the north side of Elder Ave during
school hours to provide a clear walkway

Evaluate relocation of existing crosswalk

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

◑

Install asphalt pathway on the north side of Arbor Rd

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

123 Arbor Rd from West Menlo

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

ALL TIER 2 PROJECTS

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

Install new sidewalk or replace existing asphalt pathway on both
sides of Santa Cruz Ave, to be completed in phases as properties
are redeveloped

◑

West Menlo

Ave & Orange Mobility

Ave-Avy Ave
Improvements 

Install traffic signal
Reduce curb radius at southeast corner of intersection
Bring bicycle lane to the left of the northbound Santa Cruz Ave rightturn lane

◑

West Menlo

Mobility
Improvements

Close pedestrian infrastructure gap on northern side of Harkins Ave
with sidewalk or asphalt pathway

133 Santa Cruz

135 Harkins Ave

from Altschul
Ave to 170
feet east of
Altschul Ave

137 Altschul Ave & West Menlo

◑


Mobility
Improvements 

Install curb ramp at southeast corner with extended curb into
Altschul Ave
Extend curb into Altschul Ave at existing ramp at southwest corner
such that resulting path of travel is 24 feet across south leg of
Altschul Ave

◑

◑

◑

◑

138 Altschul Ave

West Menlo

Mobility

Improvements

Designate southbound Class III Bicycle Route
Establish contraflow Class II Bicycle Lane northbound (may require
additional pavement)

◑

◑

◑

◑

140 Sharon Park

West Menlo

Mobility
Improvements

Restrict on-street parking on Sharon Park Dr during school hours
to provide a clear walkway

◑

◑

◑

◑

Harkins Ave

from Avy Ave
to Sharon Rd
Dr from
Klamath Dr to
Eastridge Ave

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

◑

West Menlo

Mobility
Improvements

Ave from
Olive St to
Orange Ave

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

132 Santa Cruz

PROJECT

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

ALL TIER 2 PROJECTS

West Menlo

Mobility
Improvements

143 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd
Oak Ave

Corridor
Project












145 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd
Santa Cruz
Corridor
Ave
Project
Pedestrian
Network
Improvements




Restrict on-street parking on the east side of Oak Ave during school
hours to provide a clear walkway

Reconstruct northwest corner and move pedestrian signal pole and
signal
pole for westbound traffic to meet ADA requirements
Increase pedestrian crossing time
Convert existing north Oak Ave leg crosswalk to high-visibility
Install wayfinding signage to trail
Install high-visibility crosswalks on west Sand Hill Rd leg
Remove finger median located within intersection
Install two-stage left-turn boxes on westbound Sand Hill Rd and
southbound Oak Ave
Install two-way bicycle signals on northwest and southwest corners
Prohibit southbound Oak Ave and westbound Sand Hill Rd rightturns on red
Repair existing asphalt path along the south side of Sand Hill Rd
for a length of 400 feet west of Santa Cruz Ave
Reconstruct path east of Santa Cruz Ave, south of Sand Hill Rd to
meet current Class I Multi-Use Path design standards

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

◑

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

Oak Knoll Ln
to Sand Hill
Rd

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

142 Oak Ave from

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

◑

ALL TIER 2 PROJECTS

I-280
Northbound
Ramps

179

180

182

184

Corridor
Project




Encinal Ave
Corridor
Mobility
Project



◑

◑

Encinal Ave
& Laurel Way

Encinal Ave
Corridor
Mobility
Project



◑

◑

◑

◑

Sharon Rd &
Eastridge
Ave

Sharon Road
Corridor
Mobility
Project





Stripe east curb face red
Install bulb-out on northeast corner extending into Sharon Rd
Install high visibility crosswalk across the west leg

◑

◑

◑

◑

Marsh Rd
between
Page St and
Florence St

Marsh Rd
Pedestrian
Network
Improvement



Install sidewalk on north side of Marsh Rd (requires the removal
of parking and existing landscaping.

◑

◑

◑

Install sidewalk or pathway on the north side of the street (requires
removal of parking and landscaping)

Install a bulb-out on the southwest corner extending into Encinal
Ave

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

◑

◑

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

◑

Modify the signal-timing plan during the p.m. peak hour to
increase the maximum allocation of green time to the westbound
Sand Hill Rd approach
Add northbound right-turn lane on the I-280 northbound off-ramp

Encinal Ave
between
Middlefield
Ave and
Train Tracks



SCHOOL NEARBY

152 Sand Hill Rd & Sand Hill Rd

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

ALL TIER 2 PROJECTS



Construct pedestrian and bicycle crossing over the Dumbarton
Rail Corridor at the Onetta Harris Community Center from Chilco
St to Terminal Ave

186

Chrysler Dr
between
Constitution
Dr and
Commonwealth Dr

Chrysler Dr
Bicycle
Network
Improvement



Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes (requires removal of parking)

El Camino
Real
between
Creek Dr and
Cambridge
Ave

El Camino
Real Corridor
Improvement
Project



O’Connor St
between
Elliot Dr and
City Limits

The Willows
Pedestrian
Network
Project



Menalto Ave
between
O’Connor St
and Haight St

The Willows
Pedestrian
Improvement
Project



190

191

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

◑

Widen existing sidewalk on east side of El Camino Real (requires
relocation of existing landscaping)

Construct sidewalk on the east and west side of O’Connor St
(requires removal of parking and landscaping)

Construct sidewalk on the south side of Menalto Ave (requires
removal of parking and landscaping)

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

Dumbarton
Corridor
Project

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

Dumbarton
Rail Corridor

SCHOOL NEARBY

185

188

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

LOCATION

SAFETY

NO.

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

ALL TIER 2 PROJECTS



Establish Class II Bicycle Lanes on Menlo Ave (requires the
removal of on-street parking on one side of the street)

◑

◑

◑

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

◑

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

Downtown
Mobility
Improvement
s

PROJECT DETAILS

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

Menlo Ave
between
University Dr
and El
Camino Real

PROJECT

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

193

LOCATION

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

TIER 2 CITYWIDE PROJECTS

153

155

Citywide

Citywide

Establish Bike
Repair
Workshop
Program



Establish BikeFriendly
Business
Program



Set up bike repair workshops to educate residents on
how to repair and maintain their bicycles

●

Provide incentives to bike-friendly businesses such as
city sponsored bicycle facilities, quarterly bicycle
roundtables with business owners, etc.

●

156

Location
TBD

Visible Bicycle
Counter



Install physical/visible bike counter to provide real time
data on the number of cyclists traveling along the
roadway

161

Citywide

ITS
Infrastructure
Operations &
Maintenance



Intelligent Transportation Systems infrastructure
operations & maintenance, ensures upkeep and up-todate signal systems to preserve acceptable traffic
conditions throughout Menlo Park. Examples of ITS
infrastructure include vehicle counters, connected
parking garages, variable message displays, real-time
transit vehicle arrival. 

●

Signal Phase
and Timing
(SPaT) Data
Dissemination



Signal Phase and Timing (SPaT) Data Dissemination,
provides real-time data that equipped (connected)
vehicles can utilize to control speeds and improve flow
along boulevards, thoroughfares and highways to avoid
“stop-and-go” travel patterns on major roadways.

●

162

Citywide

●

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT DETAILS

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

LOCATION PROJECT

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

TIER 2 CITYWIDE PROJECTS

163

Citywide

164

Citywide

168

169

171

Citywide

Citywide

Citywide

Bluetooth
Readers



Transportation
Data Hub



Incentivize
Unbundled
Residential
Parking



Establish
Carshare
Program



Establish
Transportation
Management
Association(s)



The installation of bluetooth readers throughout the city
could collect and analyze data via mobile devices,
connected and autonomous vehicles, 

●

A Transportation Data Hub would allow city staff to
more accurately track projects and their impacts. The
data hub would also provide decision makers with
context 

●

Modify Municipal Code parking requirements to allow
for appropriate parking reductions for developments
which demonstrate adequate parking supply citywide

●

Prepare Request for Proposal (RFP) to disseminate to
carshare services or form public-private partnership
with carshare services to identify locations and spaces
for implementation

●

Prepare Request for Proposal (RFP) to disseminate to
carshare services or form public-private partnership
with carshare services to identify locations and spaces
for implementation

●

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT DETAILS

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

LOCATION PROJECT

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

TIER 2 CITYWIDE PROJECTS

174

Downtown

Parking Plazas
#1 - 8




175

Downtown

Implement Paid
and
TechnologyDriven Parking
Management



Reconstruct plaza to current ADA standards and
parking guidelines
Begin underground utilities work process
Monitor downtown parking and assess best practices
such as dynamic pricing schemes and residential
parking permits

●

●

Prioritization Legend: ● = Fully Met Criteria ◑ = Partially Met Criteria Empty = Did Not Meet Criteria for Prioritization

GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE

SENSITIVE
POPULATION

SCHOOL NEARBY

TRANSPORTATION
SUSTAINABILITY

PROJECT DETAILS

GHG REDUX /
PERSON THRUPUT

LOCATION PROJECT

CONGESTION
MANAGEMENT

NO.

SAFETY

PRIORITIZATION CRITERIA

ATTACHMENT E

Menlo Park Transportation Master Plan
Oversight and Outreach Committee Meeting – April 23, 2019
Arrillaga Recreation Center, 700 Alma St Ave, Menlo Park, CA 94025

Meeting Summary - Draft
Meeting Attendance:
•
•
•
•

OOC Present: Co-Chairs Ray Mueller and Betsy Nash, Diane Bailey, Andrew Barnes, Jacqueline
Cebrian, Chris DeCardy, Adina Levin, Jen Wolosin
OOC Absent: Henry Riggs, Sarah Staley Shenk, Katherine Strehl
City Staff: Kristiann Choy, Kevin Chen, Nikki Nagaya,
Consultant Staff: Mark Spencer, Nick Bleich, Andre Huff, Katie DeLeuw, Jeff Knowles

AF
T

Project Introduction
Mayor Mueller, Oversight and Outreach Committee (OOC) co-chair, called the meeting to order at
6:03pm. Mueller began the Transportation Master Plan (TMP) OOC by introducing the project as well as
the City staff and consultants providing assistance. He stated the roles of the OOC as it pertains to the
TMP, specifically that the central objective is to guide project and keep the plan on track in terms of
public engagement, outreach, prioritization, and implementation. Mueller then asked Mark Spencer to
provide a synopsis of the role of each consultant working on the project.
Public Comment

R

Mueller asked for public comment regarding the first item on the meeting agenda.

D

No public comments were provided on the first agenda item which was to approve the meeting notes
from the prior OOC Meeting.
Approve the minutes of December 6, 2018 meeting
•

DeCardy made a motion to approve the prior meeting’s notes in which Wolosin seconded the
motion. The motion passed: Ayes (6) – Barnes, Bailey, Cebrian, DeCardy, Levin, Wolosin; nays
(0); abstains (2) – Mueller, Nash; absent (3) – Riggs, Strehl, Shenk.

Provide feedback and recommend to City Council to approve the prioritization strategy for identified
projects
Kristiann Choy, City of Menlo Park, provided a presentation explaining the goals of the TMP as well as
the how TMP was developed as a part of the Circulation Element within the ConnectMenlo General Plan
Update. She also described the recently added goal of Congestion Management adopted by the City
Council. Choy explained the work completed so far and the next steps of moving forward to public
outreach and the prioritization strategy with respect to importance of feedback from the OOC. She
introduced the workbook which was prepared and distributed as part of the OOC agenda packet as a
means of facilitating feedback. She explained the public outreach process over the next several months
and how public input will provide critical feedback relating to the prioritization of projects included

within the TMP. Choy also noted that additional events will occur throughout the outreach process at
select locations throughout Menlo Park.
Katie DeLeuw, TMP consultant team, then presented about the public outreach process and how it will
be similar to the outreach conducted during the initiation of the TMP document. She explained the
online mapping tool where members of the public will be able to view projects included in the TMP. She
also provided examples of maps clarifying that while the graphics shown in the meeting are static, the
online tool will incorporate google maps which can be manipulated to the preferred view of each
individual user. DeLeuw highlighted the sorting methods incorporated into the maps as requested by
the OOC during the December meeting.

AF
T

Choy then explained the prioritization strategy applied to the 190+ projects including the five
implementation groups – Large Infrastructure, Complex Design, Complex Outreach, Straight Forward,
and Regional projects. Further Choy explained the overarching priority given to projects within in each
implementation group. She explained that three priority designations have been applied to the projects
including Tier 1, Tier 2, and Discretionary Projects. Choy then showed a map of all the Tier 1 projects as
well as the funded projects.
Choy then went on to explain the funding strategy for the proposed projects including various local
funds, grants/taxes, and TIF/Fees and how they are combined annually to develop the City’s capital
improvement program (CIP). This program is an implementation plan for all major capital investments,
adopted by City Council annually as part of the City’s budget.
Choy asked the OOC to provide input on the following questions, highlighting the major takeaways from
the workbook:

R

Do you have any changes to the public outreach strategy?
Should we hold the community open house in the summer or wait until fall?
Is there anything you would change on the prioritization strategy?
What is the Committee’s recommendation to City Council on the prioritization strategy?

D

•
•
•
•

Public Comment

At this time Mueller asked for public comment.
•

•

•

Daniel Hom, Menlo Park resident voiced concerns as summarized in an email he sent to the OOC
in February regarding projects 47, 59, 70. He noted that each projects were in different tiers and
should be considered as one project as they provide links between key destinations and
corridors in Menlo Park.
Ken Kershner, Menlo Park resident stated that he recently went to an emerging mobility
conference in Austin, Texas. He stated that the TMP project lends itself to three opportunities
including protected bike lanes, education of the community, and congestion priced parking.
Katie Behroozi, Menlo Park resident stated that she didn’t see a bicycle or pedestrian plan
within the TMP. She also stated that a limited amount of roadway width is available within the
city and that the needs of all users should be balanced. She explained that parking removal
doesn’t necessarily entail complex outreach. Further, she stated the community as a whole
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•

•

should be addressed rather than only members of the community whose homes front the street
changes.
Steve Van Pelt, Menlo Park resident, expressed his concern that projects 63 and 64 favor cyclists
too much, and if constructed would create traffic impacts during the afternoon along
Ravenswood. He requested feedback from the OOC regarding moving forward about the specific
projects.
Mueller noted that all projects will be subject to an iterative design process before being
approved by decision makers as noted in the presentation.

OOC Discussion
Mueller then facilitated the discussion by the OOC regarding the four questions posed by Choy during
the presentation, specifically beginning with the first question pertaining to feedback about the public
outreach process.

•

•

•

•

AF
T

•

R

•

Barnes asked about how the public outreach will provide the context about what issues the TMP
is solving He stated his concerns about making sure the public understands the purpose and
goals of the TMP.
Spencer, TMP consultant team, replied stating that the outreach process is meant to allow the
public to comment on all proposed projects rather than just one mode of transportation.
Further Spencer noted that the current process of public outreach is meant to be fairly openended.
Barnes replied to Spencer stating his concerns about different expectations about getting from
point A to point B quickly and planning for more intermodal use, understanding what is in the
City’s control, and concerns about removing cars from the road and how that affects
development.
Spencer replied that several tools are being provided and developed such as the workbook, FAQ,
and the online mapping tool to help people to understand the goals and purpose of the TMP
and using them to help address concerns from the public about getting from point A to point B
and overall mobility challenges, but also want to caution against suggesting that traffic will be
solved or that congestion and future growth will be removed, but that the TMP will help to
manage traffic, help mobility in the future, and improve safety as the City continues to prosper
and grow.
Bailey expressed concerns about not showing the projects grouped around bike routes. She
stated that she liked the presentation about the online tooland inquired whether we should
have stand-alone bicycle and pedestrian plans that focused on improving safety, showing the
key routes and how to address safety gaps.
Choy, explained that City staff met with the Complete Streets Commission TMP subcommittee
about the bike routes and how to better show projects in conjunction with the existing bike
infrastructure in order to help residents and guests of Menlo Park get to and from key
destinations and that these routes will be included in the online tool so the public can see which
projects will affect their route.
Nick Bleich, TMP consultant team added they are working with Alta Planning & Design on
additional maps to help show how the bicycle projects would improve accessibility to key
destination such as the Caltrain station. These maps will be included with the TMP.

D

•
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•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

AF
T

•

R

•

Adina Levin, OOC Member expressed interest in talking about the methodology of the scoring
and how several smaller projects should be connected to a larger ‘anchor’ project.
Mueller suggested adding a fifth question about content of the community outreach materials
to the original four questions.
DeCardy stated that he liked the online mapping tool. He also expressed that outreach sessions
should be conducted in pop-up style fashion at popular Menlo Park destinations such as the
library, downtown, parks, etc. He suggested that teams be dispersed to cover more areas of the
city rather than at one community event.
Mueller agreed that pop-up events would be a good idea to connect with more members of the
community, especially in locations where projects are being proposed.
Betsy Nash, OOC co-chair recommended having at least 5 pop-up events.
Levin added that pop-up event should be conducted at popular Menlo Park destinations,
libraries, parks, and work places.
Jen Wolosin, OOC Member recommended that the outreach strategy include a long-term
timeline indicating that the TMP is a living document and that there will be various points of
when outreach will be conducted both during the TMP process and in the future when
individual projects are being implemented so that all stakeholders are aware of the engagement
process and to minimize conflicts between the large planning process and neighborhood
concerns.
Barnes expressed his interest in how the public outreach will inform the final TMP deliverable.
Spencer explained that the purpose of the outreach is to hear pertinent community feedback.
He cited the previous OOC Meeting in December of 2018 when several community members
spoke negatively of project #48. He mentioned that the project was subsequently removed from
the project list by the OOC.
Nash stated that the OOC needs to emphasize that the TMP is a planning document and each
project will be need to go through its own design, outreach, and construction phase.
Additionally, she noted that the projects are ideas in the plan and will be vetted in time and that
routes and not specific projects will help guide the overall process.
Mueller requested that City staff not eliminate any project from the project list moving forward
as a result of negative feedback, but include that feedback to the City Council for consideration
at the time of the draft TMP review.
Wolosin suggested that the outreach process incorporate a method to notify members of the
community who’d be affected by construction of the projects.
A member of the public inquired as to whether not outreach includes employers and
employees.
DeLeuw responded that the supplemental outreach includes pop-up events and those locations
haven’t been identified but will consider employment centers.
Jacqui Cebrian, OOC Member noted that many residents get their wifi from either the Belle
Haven or Main Libraries and recommended adding a link to the TMP survey to the library
webpage for people to see when they log on.
Mueller reiterated the request to discuss concerns regarding the summer outreach schedule.
Wolosin expressed her concern with the summer schedule citing that parents of children who
are out of town for the summer will not be able to participate.

D

•
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•

•
•
•

•

•

Barnes agreed that summer may not be the optimal time to do conduct outreach and stated
that the time between July 15 to August 15 is a dead zone and recommended not conducting
the outreach during that time.
Spencer explained that pushing the outreach into fall would significantly delay the overall
process and timeline of the completing the TMP.
Mueller questioned why the process would be delayed so long if the outreach is completed
during the fall rather than summer.
Nikki Nagaya, City staff explained that the adoption process from start to finish is more detailed
than it would appear are a first glance due to the civic calendar schedule and a secondary delay
around the end of the holiday season at the end of the calendar year.
Levin stated that outreach should be conducted when parents are around, but added that popup events can be conducted over the summer to coincide with the many summer events that
are planned.
DeCardy requested that pop-up events and the online portion of the outreach process be initial
phase of the outreach process starting in summer.
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Bailey requested an origin-destination matrix to better understand the existing travel patterns
within the City of Menlo Park. Additionally, she expressed concern over the green infrastructure
prioritization criteria, stating that it appeared to be a design-related best practice.
Wolosin raised the question of how much each project moved the needle on congestion relief.
She stated that this metric should be captured to provide efficacy and allow decision makers to
compare all projects.
Barnes requested City staff and the project consultant team to clarify the prioritization process.
Bleich reiterated the goals of the TMP and provided a comparison regarding ranking versus
prioritizing projects. Further, he provided information about the OOC’s duties about ranking vs
prioritization. Bleich stated that the general idea moving forward is that City staff and the
project consultant team will prioritize a group of projects which align with the goals of the TMP,
rather than ranking projects individually.
Barnes stated the he felt there has been a lack of data provided since the beginning of the TMP
process.
Mueller requested that the topic of data be revisited at a later time during the meeting.
DeCardy stated that he thinks this process is much better than before. He spoke on the potential
for induced demand from the perspective of the Environmental Quality Commission and how
targets should be addressed moving forward.
Levin agreed with DeCardy that this process is more digestible. She stated her interest in
incorporating corridors, routes, and destinations into the prioritization process. Levin stated that
the whole is greater than the sum of the parts as it can create routes to important destinations
throughout Menlo Park. She suggested that top projects and regional projects be considered as
anchor projects along key routes. She noted that using anchor projects would help City council
to understand how to deliver projects with the greatest value to the community.
Mueller expressed that he understands detailed analysis of each project is not feasible. He
stated that he likes the use of the consumer report-style methodology but would like to know
whether engineering standard or judgment is used to determine the ratings.
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Mueller asked for discussion regarding the prioritization strategy presented by City staff.
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DeCardy requested technical analysis if possible as it’s important for the decision makers, such
as parking demand.
Spencer explained that the project team has been working on several types of analysis in
addition to visual representations of the recommended projects.
Wolosin noted that implementation was not of the original list of questions provided in the
presentations giving by City staff.
Mueller requested that implementation strategy be a sixth item of discussion.
Levin mentioned that best practices may have changed, and we may want to include
information about changes in design and engineering standard to provide context about why
projects are being recommended
Mueller cautioned against over-engineering the context of outreach since the outreach also
helps to inform what communication is needed as the projects come forward.

Mueller called for the OOC’s recommendation to City Council on the prioritization strategy presented by
City staff.
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DeCardy stated there is an issue with congestion management. Specifically stated that it should
be clear as to what it is and what it isn’t. He also noted there are many outside traffic related
influences which should be acknowledged. Further, DeCardy noted that relinquishment of major
roadways and a Transportation Management Association (TMA) should be included in the TMP.
Mueller recommended including a summary of each committee member’s comments to the
Council as part of their review of the prioritization strategy.
Mueller requested a supplemental document discussing citywide projects such as a TMA,
congestion pricing, relinquishment of Willow Road, etc.
Levin asked whether or not the hub and spoke project grouping would be useful for
prioritization moving forward.
Mueller provided that grouping projects based on corridors, routes, areas, could lead to
increased politicization, which is not what’s best for the city. He noted that pet projects are not
what’s best for the City as a whole.
Nagaya noted that the online mapping tool will allow members of the OOC as well as the public
to view projects along specific routes and around key destinations and asked for clarification
from the OOC whether they wanted to see the online tool used more prominently in the online
survey or revisiting the prioritization strategy around the grouping of projects.
Mueller stated that some of the grouping is already occurring around TMA and safe routes to
school.
DeCardy was concerned about the grouping prior to attending the meeting, but viewing the
online tool answered most of his concerns and suggested providing a way to sort the tables by
project names.
Mueller reiterated that he did not believe prioritizing routes would be best for the City moving
forward city issues surrounding equity.
Levin stated that several members of the public did not like the idea of reversible bus lane
segment along Willow Road. While that project may not be the right project, she argued that
the segment of the reversible bus lane was too small and that it should be anchor project which
could then be bolstered by several smaller projects in close proximity.
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Cebrian wanted to clarification as to whether or not there was a consensus of switching the
prioritization methodology to grouping projects by neighborhood. Other members of the OOC
confirmed that there was no consensus to group the projects by neighborhood had been
reached.
Barnes stated that the online map tool will help understand how the projects affect their daily
commute. He also stated that the data aspect of each project is important because it can
prevent local interests from pushing the needle on specific projects.
Mueller stated there are no absolutes regarding projects and their respective completion
horizon. He stated that hurdles will always arise when it comes to moving transportation
projects forward.
Wolosin stated her understanding that City Council will ultimately decide the priority of when
projects may be implemented, but expressed her desire of a prioritization process that is
characterized by clear and objective guidelines and that strong justification be provided to
change priorities. If not, she expressed her frustration that projects could have been pursued
instead of developing this plan.
Mueller stated that he understands her frustrations, but explains that the city council often
takes recommendations from City staff. He also expressed that scopes and timelines are rarely
adhered to. Further, he stated the process is highly iterative.
Nagaya stated that the TMP helps to makes clear tradeoffs by outlining the timeline for projects
in the implementation plan so that when things come up, you can see how it impacts projects
that are currently in line and provide a transparency and framework for the community to see
how changes may impact implementation.
Nash stated that TMP should provide the framework and implementation with objective
methodology of ranking projects to help provide a counterbalance to neighborhoods that may
have more vocal objections.
Mueller expressed that it is very difficult to complete transportation projects within the City of
Menlo Park. Further he stated that since the TMP is the overarching transportation document, it
should reference all transportation related plan to ensure all facets of transportation are
covered.
Wolosin questioned whether community members advocating for projects could move projects
up in priority.
Mueller expressed his understanding that the projects will not be ranked in order but a
prioritization strategy is created that Council can use to weigh each project to determine which
projects to invest in..
Nagaya provided an explanation the projects are not being individually scored but that further
refinement of Tier 1 projects is likely to occur.
Mueller expressed concerns about having projects ranked in order since it doesn’t take into
account external conditions and that it may set false expectations when projects are moved off
the table.
Nash expressed her understanding that the projects would be shown in order of greatest impact
to help Council with prioritization.
Spencer stated that as the technical staff we need to dictate how project will define success. We
what have now is how we want to recommend projects going forward. He stated that in
December the OOC challenged us and said that you wanted groupings. He also said that
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although City staff could rank projects, they’re ultimately going to let City Council provide
rankings should they want to.
DeCardy asked what the TMP will look like in terms of ranking for prioritization, further stating
he’d like to see the project list included in the TMP.
Mueller stated City staff is trying to quantitatively identify projects which have the greatest
impact. He then stated that at the end of the day the OOC and members of the public have to
have respect for the discretionary process of the City Council. He stated that the City Council
will likely assess the list of projects and how much money the City has to complete the list of
projects. He then provided that the City Council will likely weight the best option from the tier
one project list. Further, Mayor Mueller stated that the best projects could change with time as
the City’s needs often change.
Nash questioned whether additional work is needed if we don’t plan to further rank projects
since we already have the projects listed in Tier 1 and Tier 2 groups.
Nagaya responded that public outreach is needed and that the community needs to digest the
projects. Additionally Nagaya referenced page ten of the presentation and how it provides an
implementation example which is a framework for the council to start with. She noted the
tradeoffs will be provided and the council will be able to modify their decisions.
Mueller stated he believes that by providing completion horizon for projects, City staff is setting
the projects up to fail by provided unrealistic expectations to the public.
Nagaya reiterated that the meeting is aimed that at the OOC provided recommendations to the
Council, noting Mayor Mueller’s request to remove completion horizons form the decision
making process.
Bailey noted that there’s never a bad time for public outreach. She expressed issues regarding
coherency of the plan with respect to congestion. She mentioned that the citywide projects
have disappeared and that they would likely be helpful.
Wolosin stated that she took on a citywide approach regarding safety, similar to safe routes to
school, but a significantly large scale. She assumed that her strategy would identify which
projects were the greatest need. Wolosin stated that she told parents that a better method was
coming via the TMP regarding project prioritization.
Mueller reiterated that he did not feel it was appropriate for the OOC or the City Council to rank
projects against one another.
Barnes expressed that he is not comfortable with the ‘jump ball’ concept where only some
projects move forward.
DeCardy stated that he wants to know the value of the projects for anyone to make a decision in
the event that projects will be stacked against each other. He noted that the ranking of projects
would ultimately be a moot point if the City Council gets the final say as to which projects are
selected for development.
Levin stated that she likes the completion horizon presented in the workbook. Also she
expressed that she understands the recommendation to not rank projects by location by the
Mayor, but still would like to see flagship projects guide the decision process.
Nash highlighted the Citywide project list includes a TMA, congestion price parking pricing, the
relinquishment Willow Road. She also acknowledged that City staff has a good idea of how
projects get implemented. She stated that she likes the ranking as it moves away from
individual neighborhoods being prioritized.
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Mueller stated that Nash and others are concerned about certainty and he’s concerned about
unrealistic expectations. He also stated the likely hood of failure for him is centered around the
bucket of time, rather than restricting projects to timelines. He thinks the time is completely
unrealistic. Mueller stated that he doesn’t like the implementation plan which includes a yearby-year schedule. He provided that he feels the schedule is unrealistic.
Cebrian reiterated that projects are not static on the CIP schedule and that things can change.
Spencer suggested that the City Council should give staff direction and things don’t have to
move in order. He also stated that everyone is right, but the plan has to be implementable and
that optics matter. Spencer stated that he personally would not rank the projects because it’s
easier to understand.
Mueller reiterated that he doesn’t want to pit tier one projects against each other because he
wants to make the biggest impact at the end of the day.
Wolosin suggests that maybe under the Safety prioritization category the City Council needs
more data to show how much needle will move for each project.
Barnes states that he’d like to reiterate to the public that maybe not all 31 tier one projects will
be implemented.
Nash agreed with Barnes stating she thinks is unrealistic. Further she expressed she’d like a
better way to package the TMP, and that hopefully staff can do this without politics.
Cebrian highlighted the fact that schedule for each project provides transparency.
Mueller stated that there will be Hunger Games if each project is ranked and that the process is
too ridged and result in the politicization.
Nash noted that projects are not ranked in the workbook.
Nagaya noted that there is room for flexibility and that the time frames can be removed.
Wolosin asked how the public will know whether or not their feedback has been incorporated
in the document. She also asked how City staff will let the people know about what is and what
isn’t including in the TMP, specifically the lack of traffic calming. She expresses that she wants
members of the public to understand what’s included.
Nash noted that no stop signs are included in the plan and that issue should be addressed.
Mueller closes the meeting stating that the questions posed by City staff have been thoroughly
covered.
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The meeting adjourned.
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